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Issa Sesay returned from Dakar Senegal just after midday. Photos in today’s ‘Supplement’.
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Now That Sankoh, Maskita, Paul Koroma and Norman Have Died… Who Will
Special Court Try Now?
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The Exclusive
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Would Kabbah/Berewa and Co Attend Norman’s Funeral?
Death of Whatever Circumstance is Death. But the Death of Some Become an Issue of National
Concern. Such is the Death of Hinga Norman among Others like Gloria Newman-Smart and
Harry Yansaneh in Recent Past.
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Cocorioko website
Thursday, 1 March 2007
http://www.cocorioko.net/HingaNormanfuneralfundhowtocontribute.html
Chief Hinga Norman Takes Valuable Secrets With Him to His Grave?
By Wilfred Kabs-Kanu
Amidst the clamours of contending parties and supporters, it seems like former Coordinator of
the Civil Defence Force ( CDF) and also one-time Deputy Defence Minister, Chief Hinga
Norman, took valuable secrets with him to eternity, after breathing his last in a Senegalese
Hospital one week ago.
Robbed of the opportunity to face his former Defence Boss, President Ahmad Tejan Kabbah live
on the witness stand after the Special Court's Trial Chamber denied his subpoena on the
President,, Norman did not really get down to the business of telling the world the role that
President Kabbah played to help bring about the sequence of events that led to him ( Norman)
being indicted by the Special Court for war crimes and crimes against humanity.
According to some Hinga Norman loyalists, the chief , a consequential person, was waiting for a
more opportuned time to tell his story. Loyalists told this newspaper that Norman was buoyant
because he was always confident that he could have been found not guilty of the charges brought
against him . He was said to have been awaiting his acquittal before telling the nation how
President Kabbah and the ruling Sierra Leone People's Party ( SLPP) failed him . It is said that
there were things that Norman wanted to tell Kabbah but he never told anyone as he wanted to tell
the President these things to his face.
It was also alleged that during the planning of the counter-attack against the military junta and
rebels which overthrew the SLPP government in 1997, Kabbah gave Norman specific instructions
while taking cover in Conakry, Guinea , some of which Norman used to successfully prosecute
the war to bring back the SLPP government. Norman, the reports continued, had always looked
forward to the day when he could have confronted Kabbah with these instructions , to find out
why his government did not give him (Norman) the required immunity that could have shielded
him from being indicted by any war crimes tribunal, knowing fully well that whatever he did as
Deputy Defence Minister was fully known by Kabbah, the Defence Chief.
The other valuable secret that Norman is said to have refused to divulge until the appropriate time
was the identity of certain top government and public officials who provided him full moral and
financial support in his fight against the rebel soldiers and the RUF but who failed to stand up for
him after he was indicted by the Special Court.
The chief's real political allegiance is also now being said to have been truly known only to
himself, as he did not really quit the SLPP. Many Hinga Norman loyalists still do not believe in
the authenticity of the letter from the indictees in which they declared for the People's Movement
For Political Change ( PMDC). Under intense scrutiny from COCORIOKO , these people failed
to provide any credible facts to authenticate their belief that the document was fake. But they did
not fail to draw many inferences from Hinga Norman's past history of being an unwavering man
in whatever he did as to make anyone know that it was quite unlike him to have shifted his
allegiance to another party just like that .
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"Hinga Norman always stood for whatever he believed", said one of the New Jersey loyalists .
"He was never a quitter. I want somebody to tell me when Chief Norman ever quit a battle or
something he believed ". Hinga Norman was said to have been a man that never loved to be a
loser and quitting the SLPP to join the PMDC, to him, was a kind of defeat that the true Hinga
Norman would not accept. "It was more customary of him to have remained in the SLPP and
defeated his rivals, instead of quitting the fray ".
They also pointed to a fact known to all that Norman loved the SLPP with a passion and could
not have worked towards the downfall of the party, knowing the dent his joining the PMDC
placed on the ability of the SLPP to win the elections. But were the Rev. Alfred SamForay group
deceiving the public announcing to the world that Norman had joined the PMDC ?
Sierra Leone former Ambassador to the U.S, Mr. John Leigh, writing for the COCORIOKO
FORUM from Freetown , also said today that Hinga Norman did not quit the SLPP. In his usual
feisty and blunt style of writing, Leigh said : "You are both( Editor's note: Reference to Allieu
Iscandari and Albert Moinina ) dead wrong if you believe that Chief Norman ever defected to the
PMDC. He never did. He died a committed member of the SLPP. Flunky PMDC is merely
playing childish schoolboy pranks. They need to play pranks as they have no one reliable within.
The group is led by a Form Four Flunky drop out who never completed high school. You both
completed high school even if one or both funked on the way. But each of you persevered to a
successful completion. " Leigh demonstrated his closenessto the grieving Norman family : "My
staying away from the forum has nothing to do with any purported defection by Sam Norman - as
you both supposed. I am merely traveling inside Sierra Leone. Presently, I am spending time with
the Norman Family and making preparations for a visit to Sam Norman's much beloved
Mongheri, headquarters of Valunia Chiefdom, Bo District" .
Leigh also provided what sounded to him a good reason why Hinga Norman would not have quit
the SLPP . The party, he contended, did nothing wrong to the chief. READ MORE : "For your
information, SLPP did nothing wrong to Chief Norman. In fact, months before he died, Chief
Norman recognized this fact and issued a detail statement through his attorney of record to make
it clear to the whole country that he could never hold the SLPP responsible for his unfortunate
situation. The Normans are not the only SLPPers suffering. I am a member of the SLPP. I spent a
chunk of my family's money to reverse the AFRC coup and have the elected government reinstated. We were highly successful in getting this job done. The first ever in Africa. Yet the
Government has still not paid me the $90,000. balance - 10 years after those events. Others beside
Chief Norman and myself are suffering terribly. It is the government that is punishing us, NOT
the SLPP. The SLPP is itself suffering terribly but has begun to make much needed reforms."
The only mystery none of these loyalists have bben able to resolve and which is working in favor
of the Rev. SamForay group presently is why no member of the Norman family--Neither his wife,
nor his son or outspoken daughter, Juliet --ever came out swinging that the story about the chief
joining the PMDC was false. Knowing how much the SLPP was embedded in the lives and
essence of the South/Eastern people, this was a major announcement that impacted tremendously
not only on the chief's future then, but the place of the Norman family in the extended family
system represented by the SLPP. That such a falsehood, as the loyalists would want us believe,
would have been perpetuated without any comment emanating from the Norman family was and
is still strange.
But there are people who would swear on their Poro Society that Norman did not discuss
everything with Samforay and that with regards to his real political allegiance the chief kept it
close to his chest. The loyalists argued that the truth would have been known when the Chief
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would have returned to Sierra Leone from his treatment in Senegal. He was supposed to have
made a major statement , they said. And SLPP supporters were anxiously awaiting that statement.
But then, the chief died suddenly.
With all these claims and counter-claims, it is easier for some people to speculate that Chief
Norman really took some valuable secrets with him to his grave. True or false, one thing remains
certain : all that is going on demonstrate the mystique that was the man Sam Hinga Norman.
Even in death, he is making more waves than the living.
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United Nations

Nations Unies

United Nations Mission in Liberia (UNMIL)
UNMIL Public Information Office Media Summary 28 February 2007
[The media summaries and press clips do not necessarily represent the views of UNMIL.]

International Clips on Liberia
VOA 28 February 2007

Liberia: Government Bans a Newspaper for One Year
The Liberian government Tuesday banned The Independent newspaper from publishing for
one year. The government has been criticized for hastily closing the paper. But information
minister Lawrence Bropleh said the paper exposed Liberian children to pornography by
publishing the nude picture of former minister of state for presidential affairs Willis Knuckles
having sex with two women.
Norway Post 28.02.2007 07:25

Norway to Cancel Parts of Liberia's Debts
Norway will provide NOK 68 million (USD 11 million) towards an international debt
cancellation initiative for Liberia. This was announced by Minister of International
Development Erik Solheim. Liberia has developed in a positive direction since the peace
agreement was entered into in 2003. The international donor community must provide
further resources if this trend is to continue. Cancelling Liberia’s debts to the international
financial institutions is key and I am pleased to announce that Norway will contribute
significant funds to the cancellation of Liberia’s debts, commented Mr Solheim.

Liberia Watch Calls on U.S. Congress to Provide $195 Million
in Aid
Feb 27, 2007 (Liberia Watch/All Africa Global Media via COMTEX) --Following last month's
visit to Washington by President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf, a coalition of Africa-focused
organizations in the United States have appealed to Congress to provide $195 million in
funding for Liberia's most urgent needs.

International Clips on West Africa

Guinea's new premier vows broad consensus cabinet
By Saliou Samb

CONAKRY, Feb 28 (Reuters) - Guinea's new Prime Minister Lansana Kouyate vowed to build
a broad consensus cabinet and stick closely to a power-sharing eal which ended a two-week
strike against President Lansana Conte's 23-year rule. Conte named respected diplomat
Kouyate as prime minister on Monday from a list of candidates presented by unions, which in
turn ended their strike on Tuesday in the world's largest bauxite exporter.

President Obasanjo's Special Envoy Brokers Peace in Guinea
Abuja, Feb 28, 2007 (Nigeria First/All Africa Global Media via COMTEX) --General Ibrahim
Babangida (rtd), on February 27 successfully brokered a peace deal to end the crisis in
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Guinea. The Senior Special Assistant to the President (Media) Mrs. Oluremi Oyo in a Press
release, stated that the peace deal was sequel to consultations.

Local Media – Newspaper
Journalists Detest Newspaper Closure for Publishing Absurd Material
(The News, The Inquirer, The Informer, The Analyst, National Chronicle, Heritage, Public Agenda, New
Vision and New Democrat)

•

•

•

In its press release issued yesterday, the Press Union of Liberia detested the arbitrary
suspension of the permit and closure of The Independent newspaper for re-publishing
the “infamous” pornographic picture of former State for Presidential Affairs Minister
Willis Knuckles in a sex orgy with two women.
The Government, announcing the closure of the paper for one year, said that no one
was allowed to transact business with it and specifically called on printers not to print
the paper in question. But, The Independent’s publisher, Mr. Sam O. Dean, in a
telephone interview, told the New Democrat that he was yet to be notified about the
ban imposed on his paper.
In their editorials, The Inquirer and The News enjoined the Executive Branch of
government not to be unilateral in its reaction to the violation, supposedly committed
by The Independent as the justice system must be allowed to work in this regard.

Government Begins Demolition of Makeshift Structures in the Capital
(The Informer, Daily Observer and New Democrat)

•

Acting on President Ellen Johnson-Sirleaf’s determination to enforce the zoning laws,
bulldozers yesterday went into action demolishing makeshift stalls around the new
Ministry of Defense complex in Congo Town. But the squatters, whose derelict
structures were being destroyed, allegedly rained insults on the Police and Defense
Ministry designees who were sent to supervise the exercise.

Government Nets over US$500m from Donors
(The Informer, The Inquirer, The News and Daily Observer)

•

Addressing a news conference in Monrovia yesterday, Finance Minister Antoinette
Sayeh announced that from goodwill of its international partners, the Government
netted more than US$500 million during the Partnership Forum on Liberia in
Washington D.C.

President Johnson-Sirleaf Meets Visiting UN Executives
(The Analyst)

•

An Executive Mansion release said that President Ellen Johnson-Sirleaf yesterday,
Tuesday, met with the visiting Executive Board members of some United Nations
agencies and re-echoed her Government’s determination to provide affordable
education and health-care services, create jobs and ensure sufficiency in food
production.

UN Peacekeepers Donate Skills Training Gears to Impaired Females
(The Inquirer, New Vision, Public Agenda and Tidings)

•

•

Presenting sewing machines and their accessories to some impaired females in
Monrovia which were donated by the Signal Unit of the Nigerian Contingent of UNMIL
yesterday, the Special Representative of the Secretary-General, Mr. Alan Doss said
that disability was not inability and hailed the Association of the Disabled Female
International in Liberia for not relegating its members to begging.
Meanwhile, UNMIL’s Public Information Community Outreach Officer Ousman Sankoh
told Tidings that a sports tournament dubbed: “Sports for Peace” organized by
Liberia’s Youth and Sports Ministry and the Mission, would be launched in Monrovia on
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Friday with UN Under-Secretary-General and Special Adviser to the Secretary-General
on Sports for Development and Peace, Mr. Adolf Ogi in attendance.
World Bank Supports Government Emergency Projects
(Heritage)

•

The World Bank has provided US$16.5 million towards Government’s Emergency
Infrastructure Project Supplemental Component, US$7 million of which would be used
on urban development projects such as improving the sanitary condition in Monrovia
and strengthening the Monrovia City Corporation as well as rehabilitating some rural
and Monrovia city roads.

Lawmakers Grant “Sick Leave” to Colleague
(National Chronicle)

•

The House of Representatives yesterday granted to Representative Edwin Snowe, a
sick leave for 6 weeks following a request for the time to seek medical attention.

Local Media – Radio Veritas (News monitored today at 9:45 am)

Government Declares Major Bridge Unsafe
• A Ministry of Public Works statement issued in Monrovia yesterday said the Stockton
Creek Bridge, commonly known as Caldwell Bridge, is experiencing a serious
structural failure and declared the bridge closed to trucks and other heavy vehicles or
equipment.
(Also reported on ELBS and Star Radio)

Government Revokes Newspaper License for Publishing Obscene Material
(Also reported on ELBS and Star Radio)

World Bank Supports Government Emergency Infrastructure Projects
(Also reported on ELBS and Star Radio)

Deputies Grant “Sick Leave” to Colleague
(Also reported on ELBS and Star Radio)

Complete versions of the UNMIL International Press Clips, UNMIL Daily Liberian Radio Summary and
UNMIL Liberian Newspapers Summary are posted each day on the UNMIL Bulletin Board. If you are
unable to access the UNMIL Bulletin Board or would like further information on the content of the
summaries, please contact Mr. Weah Karpeh at karpeh@un.org.
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BBC Online
Wednesday, 28 February 2007
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/africa/6404467.stm
Darfur war crimes suspect defiant
Sudan's humanitarian affairs minister, accused of war crimes
in Darfur by the International Criminal Court (ICC), has said
the move against him is political.
Ahmed Haroun said he "did not feel guilty", his conscience
was clear and that he was ready to defend himself.
The ICC accuses Mr Haroun and a Janjaweed militia leader,
known as Ali Kushayb, of 51 counts of war crimes and crimes
against humanity.

Ahmed Haroun was responsible for
Darfur in 2003 and 2004

Some 200,000 people have died in the four-year conflict in Darfur.
"I am not worried at all and I do not feel guilty because I acted within the legal framework
and in accordance with the general interest," Mr Haroun told AFP news agency.
Mr Haroun was the former interior minister in charge of Darfur and according to the ICC was
responsible for organising and funding the Arab militia known as the Janjaweed.
Ali Kushayb is accused of ordering the murder, torture and mass rape against innocent
civilians during attacks on villages near Kodoom, Bindisi Mukjar and Arawala in west Darfur.
Next steps
The United States has urged Sudan to co-operate fully with the ICC, but Sudan says it will
not hand over the two suspects as the ICC has no jurisdiction to try its citizens and its
courts are capable of prosecuting the suspects.
ICC Chief Prosecutor Luis Moreno-Ocampo asked judges to issue summonses for the two
men, saying there was reason to believe they bore "criminal responsibility for crimes against
humanity and war crimes committed in Darfur in 2003 and 2004".
The attackers, he said, "did not target any rebel presence.
Rather they targeted civilian residents based on the rationale
that they were supporters of the rebel forces".
The strategy, Mr Moreno-Ocampo added, "became the
justification for the mass murder, summary execution and
mass rape of civilians who were known not to be participant
in any armed conflict".
He said, "Ahmad Haroun visited Darfur on a regular basis
and became known to people in Darfur as the official from Khartoum who recruits, staffs
and arms the Janjaweed.
"The evidence shows that Ahmad Haroun provided arms for the Janjaweed from a budget
that was unlimited and not publicly audited."
ICC judges will now have to decide whether to open an inquiry against the suspects with the
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aim of issuing international arrest warrants, after Mr Moreno-Ocampo filed evidence against
the two suspects.
More than 2m civilians have fled their homes, with most now staying in insecure camps
supported by humanitarian agencies, who complain of frequent harassment from the
Sudanese authorities.
Aid agencies are now said to be assessing how viable their operations may be following the
ICC's intervention.
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BBC Online
Tuesday, 27 February 2007
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/africa/6401607.stm
ICC claims further isolate Sudan
By Jonah Fisher
BBC News, Khartoum

No-one had expected the International Criminal Court (ICC)
to be quite as bold.
In naming Ahmed Haroun, a government minister, as a war
crimes suspect the ICC has transformed a long-running
disagreement with Khartoum into a head-on collision.
For four years the Sudanese government has denied backing
the Janjaweed militia. But the message from ICC prosecutor
Luis Moreno-Ocampo is clear.

Mr Haroun is still a Sudanese
government minister

He has evidence that Darfur's worst atrocities were orchestrated by the Sudanese
government through Mr Haroun and not the actions of rogue Arab militia.
As the minister responsible for the Darfur portfolio in 2003 and 2004 Mr Haroun was
regularly in Darfur.
According to the ICC he was recruiting, funding and personally arming the Arab Janjaweed
militia and encouraging them to target civilians.
The ICC says that during a public meeting in 2003, Mr Haroun said that as part of his job he
had been given "all the power and authority to kill or forgive whoever in Darfur for the sake
of peace and security."
'Colonel of colonels'
Ahmad Haroun is still a minister in the Sudanese government.
As minister of state at the ministry of humanitarian affairs Mr Haroun is now part of a
department that is supposed to help Darfur's two million war displaced.
In practice the ministry infuriates Sudan's many aid agencies
by imposing visa and permit restrictions on their work.
The other man named is Darfur militia leader Ali Kushayb. At
the peak of his powers Ali Kushayb was one of the most
powerful of Darfur's commanders.
A so-called "colonel of colonels", Mr Kushayb commanded
thousands of men in mid-2003.
According to the ICC, Mr Kushayb ordered his men to mass
rape, kill and torture the local population.

Luis Moreno Ocampo's report is the
result of 21 months of research

Under its terms of reference the ICC can only step in when a country's judicial system has
proved unwilling or incapable of putting people on trial.
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Mr Kushayb is thought to already be in the custody of the Sudanese government for attacks
committed in Darfur but Mr Moreno-Ocampo said his evidence related to different incidents.
'One-sided'
Despite numerous reports of human rights abuses committed by Darfur's rebel movements
none of their leaders were named by Mr Moreno-Ocampo.
For the Sudanese government that will be seen as further confirmation of the one-sided
attitude that they believe the international community has taken to the conflict.
Sudan's president regularly complains that rebel ceasefire violations are not condemned
with the same severity as government attacks.
There is little prospect of either Ahmad Haroun or Ali
Kushayb appearing in court soon.
Sudan has always maintained that its own courts are capable
of trying Darfur's war criminals.
"We would never accept that any Sudanese national stand
trial outside the national legal framework," Justice Minister Ali
al-Mardi said, "even if he was among those who took up arms
and fought against the government."
Mr al-Mardi dismissed the allegations against his fellow minister.
He said that Mr Haroun had been in charge of the police service and had never handed out
money or weapons to the militia in Darfur.
New approach
In recent weeks the African Union and the United Nations had taken an increasingly
conciliatory stance towards Sudan.
Special envoys visited and, despite evidence of continued government bombing, praised
Khartoum's expressed commitment to a negotiated not a military settlement.
Being positive was all part of a new effort to re-energise the peace process and try and
achieve a new ceasefire on the ground.
But that may count for little now.
By linking the government directly to Darfur's worst atrocities, ICC prosecutors may have
finally shattered Sudan's fragile relationship with the international community.
Aid agencies and UN operations are already assessing what Mr Moreno-Ocampo's words
mean for their safety of their operations.
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Special Court Supplement
Issa Sesay’s Return to the Special Court after medical treatment in Senegal, 1 March 2007
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